Narrow alleys circling huts with plastic roofs, open drainages jammed with poly bags and heaps of stinking mud, piles of garbage accumulating in corners and dark passages. This is not the plot of any Hollywood movie depicting life after end-of-the-world but is the truth in which a large chunk of population is struggling. Slums are the realities we are ashamed of. Urban well-off scorn at their sight, shudder and wish these souvenirs of rapid industrial growth disappear from the face of their otherwise beautiful cities but to their dismay, it does n’t happen.

These deeply engraved pictures of a shantytowns in our minds is the result of what we notice from air conditioned cabinets of our cars but a slum goes much beyond that. The bitter pill which we have to swallow is that without these slums, the machinery of the urban lands will break down miserably. These slums support the small industries by supplying labor and semi finished goods without which the middle and large scale industries will suffer a massive blow. Leather dying, garment embroidery, recycling centers, bakeries, soap-making and clay-pot manufacturing are some of them.

If we gaze back in history, we will find that slums goes long back in time. It is something universal. In early 19th century when the present superpowers (America and Europe) were not so powerful, they witnessed migration of people from small towns to urban cities sniffing employment opportunities and better access to basic amenities. This lead to the emergence of poorly built and overcrowded housing facilities. But unlike India, These countries took timely steps and introduced legislations to build low-income housing facilities with minimum standards.

The scenario is fast changing to the good of the dwellers as well for the city. Slum development in India is the new wave which is sweeping the down trodden areas and converting them into habitable and hygienic living spaces. Providing basic infrastructure, sanitation, education facilities, lightning and community spaces are the top priorities in the minds of the change makers.

Taking the size of the task in consideration, a helping hand from every strata is required. While government is creating better spaces for dwellers, youth can help preparing them for the new responsibilities. Lessons on how to keep your surroundings clean, importance of education, sanitation habits and role of women will help them adapt to the much awaited good life. With the help of NGO’s, young minds can help educate the lads who never got the opportunity the see a black board or to hold a pencil in their worn out hands. Every effort towards the betterment of these young minds should be nourished and encouraged if we hope for a better society to live in.

Thanks and regards

Progress Report

1. Beautification Work of Park under 2016-17 is under progress.
2. Tender Process for park under 2017-18 –The Financial BID Comparison Sheet has been Sent to SLTC for Final Approval.
3. Financial Bid for water projects and beautification of parks for Baranagar Municipality awaiting SLTC approval